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Messages about valued knowledge products and
processes embedded within a suite of
transformed high school chemistry
curricular materials
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Megan Y. Deshaye and Ryan L. Stowe *

The way high school chemistry curricula are structured has the potential to convey consequential

messages about knowledge and knowing to students and teachers. If a curriculum is built around

practicing skills and recalling facts to reach ‘‘correct’’ answers, it is unlikely class activities will be seen

(by students or the teacher) as opportunities to figure out causes for phenomena. Our team of teachers

and researchers is working to understand how enactment of transformed curricular materials can

support high school chemistry students in making sense of perplexing, relatable phenomena. Given this

goal, we were surprised to see that co-developers who enacted our materials overwhelmingly

emphasized the importance of acquiring true facts/skills when writing weekly reflections. Recognition

that teachers’ expressed aims did not align with our stated goal of ‘‘supporting molecular-level

sensemaking’’ led us to examine whether the tacit epistemological commitments reflected by our

materials were, in fact, consistent with a course focused on figuring out phenomena. We described

several aspects of each lesson in our two-semester curriculum including: the role of phenomena in

lesson activities, the extent to which lessons were 3-dimensional, the role of student ideas in class

dialogue, and who established coherence between lessons. Triangulation of these lesson features

enabled us to infer messages about valued knowledge products and processes materials had the

potential to send. We observed that our materials commonly encouraged students to mimic the

structure of science practices for the purpose of being evaluated by the teacher. That is, students were

asked to ‘‘go through the motions’’ of explaining, modeling etc. but had little agency regarding the sorts

of models and explanations they found productive in their class community. This study serves to

illustrate the importance of surfacing the tacit epistemological commitments that guide curriculum

development. Additionally, it extends existing scholarship on epistemological messaging by considering

curricular materials as a potentially consequential sources of messages.

Introduction
The Framework for K-12 Science Education, and the Next Generation
Science Standards (NGSS) derived from it, articulate ways in which
learners could purposefully integrate science knowledge
(disciplinary core ideas) and science activities (science & engineer-
ing practices) to understand aspects of their experience
(National Research Council, 2012; NGSS Lead States, 2013).
However, the journey from defined performance expectations to
enactment of learning ecosystems capable of supporting mean-
ingful engagement in these performances is long and arduous.
Status-quo curricula, assessments, and instructional strategies

which foreground recall of knowledge and performance of proce-
dures fall far short of what the NGSS envision (Schwarz et al., 2017;
Lowell et al., 2020; Manz et al., 2020). Accordingly, many groups
of scholars and classroom teachers have created curricula,
professional learning opportunities, and assessments that aim
to embody a focus on knowing and doing science (e.g., Anderson
et al., 2018; Edelson et al., 2021). Our team of researchers and
teachers is one such group.

Drawing from scholarship examining college chemistry
learning environments, we used the curriculum Chemistry,
Life, the Universe, and Everything (or CLUE) as a template
for what an NGSS-aligned high school course could look like
(Cooper and Klymkowsky, 2013). CLUE was a promising model
because, when appropriately prompted, CLUE-enrolled college
students are better able to construct written explanations for
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phenomena such as dissolution of an ionic solid, acid–base
reactions, and differences in boiling point than similar cohorts
of students enrolled in other, more traditional, courses
(Cooper et al., 2016; Kararo et al., 2019; Ralph et al., 2022).
Additionally, CLUE learning objectives clustered well under the
NGSS performance expectations related to high school chemistry
(Stowe et al., 2019a). Our team of teachers and researchers worked
to remove bits of CLUE (e.g., assessments, readings, slides) that
were beyond the scope of NGSS expectations and add materials
where CLUE did not fully address desired performances. A pilot of
this revised curriculum (creatively termed High School CLUE or HS-
CLUE) demonstrated that HS-CLUE enrolled students (like their
undergraduate peers) appeared better positioned to correctly
explain a difference in boiling point between two substances than
students enrolled in differently structured high school chemistry
learning environments (Stowe et al., 2019b).

Development, analysis, and refinement of HS-CLUE focused
largely on getting students to produce knowledge products (like
explanations, models, and arguments) that mimicked those a
practicing chemist might create. Implicit in this focus was the
view that, because professional chemists ‘‘do X and think like Y
. . . learners of science should also do X and think like Y’’
(Russ, 2014). That is, the views on knowledge and knowing that
informed course design align with what Russ calls the epistemol-
ogy of science. Here epistemology refers to one’s beliefs on what it
means to know and learn science (Hofer and Pintrich, 1997).
Importantly, one’s epistemologies are not necessarily explicit or
conscious (Berland et al., 2016). Indeed, we were not conscious
of the epistemological commitments guiding creation of
HS-CLUE. Russ notes that there are a variety of reasons the
epistemology of science model is appealing: the way scientists do
things is a product of iterative refinement and enables one to
understand the world using a range of powerful models,

professional science has norms we can recognize, and we can
make claims about authenticity by comparing what students do
to what scientists do (Chinn and Malhotra, 2002; Russ, 2014).

Russ and others also note that an epistemology of science
model assumes meaningful distinctions between scientists and
learners of science (Hofer and Pintrich, 1997; Hammer and
Elby, 2002; Russ, 2014). This parallels expert-novice models of
learning and positions experts as ‘‘scientists’’ and novices as
individuals who learn about what the scientists do/did
(Chase and Simon, 1973; Chi et al., 1981). This has the effect
of minimizing the productive ways of thinking learners have
cultivated from reasoning about how the world works. Addi-
tionally, the reason scientists act in particular ways is absent
from the epistemology of science model (Russ, 2014). Scientists do
not construct particular knowledge products with the end-goal of
pleasing a teacher. Instead, explanations, arguments, models
and the like are part of an ensemble of activities directed at
figuring out how aspects of the world work or designing solu-
tions to problems (Jiménez-Aleixandre et al., 2000; Berland and
Hammer, 2012b; Schwarz et al., 2017). That is, scientists engage
in activities that are productive for advancing knowledge con-
struction aims they have (aims such as plausible mechanisms for
perplexing phenomena). We agree with Russ that learning
science ought not be materially different from doing science.
The actions of learners should, for and from the perspective of
those learners, be productive for making sense of phenomena.
This stance assumes a model in which learners adopt epistemol-
ogies for science (Fig. 1; Russ, 2014).

During initial development of HS-CLUE, we saw no discon-
tinuity between our tacit commitment to epistemologies of
science and our stated goal of supporting molecular-level
sensemaking. By sensemaking, we are referring to the construct
defined by Odden and Russ as, ‘‘a dynamic process of building

Fig. 1 Representations depicting the tacit model of epistemology of science (left) and epistemology for science (right). Note that, in the model of
epistemology for science, what scientists and learners do is mediated by actions productive for sensemaking. Adapted from Russ 2014 with permission
from Wiley.
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or revising an explanation in order to ‘figure something out’ –
to ascertain the mechanism underlying a phenomenon in order
to resolve a gap or inconsistency in one’s understanding’’
(Odden and Russ, 2019a, pp. 191–192). Here, we examine how
our tacit commitment to epistemologies of science was
reflected by the structure and emphasis of the materials we
built. We then argue the importance of curriculum-embedded
messages about knowledge and knowing in affecting teachers’
assessment and instructional decisions.

The following research question guided this work:
What messages about valued knowledge products and

processes were embedded in transformed curricular materials
for high school chemistry?

Why we should care about
epistemology
There is a large amount of evidence, across many contexts and
age ranges, that learners’ in-the-moment views on knowledge
and knowing (i.e., epistemologies) affect what they learn and
how they learn it (Rosenberg et al., 2006; Russ et al., 2008; Ke
and Schwarz, 2020). Redish describes epistemology as a control
structure which bounds the ideas and connections that seem
reasonable in a given context (Redish, 2004). If, as Lising, Elby,
and Redish observe, students view science class as a place
where only formal knowledge is ‘‘allowed’’, they may not draw
on potentially productive ideas from their everyday life
(Lising and Elby, 2005). Relatedly, students’ epistemologies
affect how and why they engage in given learning activities.
Berland and Hammer observed that differing understandings
of the aims of class knowledge-construction work resulted in
qualitatively distinct manners of student engagement. When
students aimed to persuade their peers that they had the ‘‘best’’
evidence-based argument, they were engaged with competing
arguments voiced by their peers and directing the course of class
conversation. By contrast, when the goal of an interaction was to
get ‘‘credit’’ for voicing an idea, students tended to center their
attention on being noticed by the teacher, who in-turn directed
the flow of the conversation (Berland and Hammer, 2012b).

Epistemologies also have implications related to the transfer
of learning. Engle observed that students who framed their
learning as ‘‘part of an ongoing context in which [they] are
integral participants’’ were able to apply what they learned in a
different context (Engle, 2006, p. 490). Hammer and colleagues
propose a mechanism by which epistemologies may underpin
scenarios such as what Engle observed (Hammer et al., 2005).
They argue that ‘‘transfer’’ occurs when ones’ perspective on
knowledge and knowing in one context is seen (implicitly or
explicitly) as relevant in a different context. From this perspec-
tive, cultivating epistemologies useful for post-school life in
formal environments becomes a worthwhile goal.

Epistemological resources

The central importance of epistemologies to learning has led to
many efforts to model them. Some have proposed that

individuals hold relatively stable perspectives on knowledge
and learning that advance in predictable developmental stages
(King and Kitchener, 1994; Kuhn 1999). Others model epis-
temologies as ‘‘theory-like’’ systems individuals are conscious of
and intentionally apply to their lives (Hofer and Pintrich, 1997).
Neither ‘‘epistemologies as developmental traits’’ nor ‘‘epis-
temologies as conscious theories’’ models can account for the
fragmented, variable, and context-dependent nature of episte-
mological ideas that has been documented in K-16 learning
environments (e.g., Rosenberg et al., 2006; Scherr and Hammer,
2009; Irving et al., 2013; Shar et al., 2020). Students have been
shown to transition between epistemologies at the timescale of
minutes, and these transitions are associated with a range of
contextual cues (e.g., from peers, from the teacher; Rosenberg
et al., 2006).

To be consistent with the ample evidence discussed
previously, we adopt a model in which one’s epistemology is
made of many fine-grained ‘‘pieces’’ that can be activated (or not)
depending on context (Minstrell, 1992; DiSessa, 1993; Sherin,
2006). These pieces (or ‘‘resources’’) are ‘‘smaller and more
general than theories or traits (Hammer and Elby, 2002, p. 176).
Thus, one does not have a ‘‘pre-compiled’’ (Hammer et al., 2005,
p. 95) view on knowledge and knowing but rather many small
epistemological ideas that are compiled in real-time.

Epistemological messages

Assuming a resources model, one might reasonably wonder
what leads someone to compile their epistemological under-
standings in a particular way in a given moment. To help us
answer this question, we leverage work by Russ that argues for
the importance of tacit messages about knowledge in shaping
students’ in-the-moment epistemologies (Russ, 2018). For
example, a teacher’s encouragement to ‘‘start with what you
know’’ signals that it is useful to call on prior knowledge when
engaged in class activities (Rosenberg et al., 2006). In contrast,
responding to a student answer with ‘‘close, but not quite’’ sends
the message that class is about producing right answers. Russ
claimed that epistemological messages of this sort are ‘‘ever
present in student-teacher interactions’’ (Russ, 2018, p. 98) and
may be either domain-general (i.e., applicable in domains from
chemistry to civics) or domain-specific (e.g., applicable to knowl-
edge construction in science class). The message that you should
‘‘start with what you know’’ is a domain-general message related
to the source of useful knowledge in that moment. A message
that students should ‘‘remember to explain how and why!’’ as
they construct models for a phenomenon relates to a science
knowledge product (i.e., this is a domain-specific message, Ke
and Schwarz, 2019). We agree with Russ that both domain-
general and domain-specific epistemological messages matter
in science class. After all, students are unlikely to see value in
supporting causal mechanisms with evidence (domain-specific)
unless ‘‘figuring out why things happen’’ is a thing one does in
class (domain-general). It should be noted that we do not expect
students’ experiences with and understandings of epistemological
messages sent during class to be stable one-to-one maps of these
messages. It is likely emerging epistemological understandings of
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a course will involve complex, dynamic negotiations between
students’ experiences in similar courses, messages from the class,
understandings of course content, etc.

Curriculum-embedded epistemological messages

Existing scholarship on epistemological messaging has focused
almost exclusively on messages embedded in student–teacher
verbal interactions (Rosenberg et al., 2006; Russ, 2018; Ke and
Schwarz, 2019). This work has persuasively argued for the
potential impact of instruction-embedded messages on how
students engage in knowledge construction and with what
knowledge they do so (Rosenberg et al., 2006; Russ et al.,
2009). However, we contend that messages about knowledge
and knowing are also embedded in other aspects of a learning
environment. Here, our focus is primarily on those messages
that might be embedded in student- and teacher-facing curricular
materials (e.g., textbooks, lecture slides, worksheets, exams).

To help illustrate how curricular materials contain
embedded messages about knowledge and knowing, consider
the three-day lesson plan shown in Table 1.

The learning environment described by this lesson plan
snippet signals that a central goal of class knowledge building
is production of correct answers. Successfully achieving all
specified learning objectives requires performing defined skills
and/or recalling facts to arrive at a singular ‘‘correct answer’’.
Knowledge products produced by the class (e.g., balanced
chemical equations) are constructed in order to be evaluated
for correctness. Opportunities to practice performances intro-
duced during lecture signals that repeated practice is a useful
path toward achieving class knowledge construction goals.
Decoupling skills and facts from the phenomena that lend
these performances meaning (in-class and on assessments)
messages that observable events are irrelevant; only producing
a correct number/fact/drawing matters.

The fact that we claim messages about knowledge and
knowing are embedded in curricula and assessments does
not guarantee that students will experience these messages,
nor that they will respond in certain, predictable ways. Indeed,
we lack the data to infer which message(s) are likely to be most
(or least) consequential to which students. Given the dynamic,

context-sensitive nature of cognition, it is likely that answers to
these questions will not be at-all straightforward (Russ, 2018).
Our purpose here is to argue that curricula and assessments
have the potential to convey messages about knowledge and
knowing, not that a particular subset of these messages will be
understood in a given way by students. Additionally, we claim
that curriculum- and assessment-embedded messages have the
potential to constrain the epistemologies students are likely to
adopt. If all assessments, instructional interactions, and curricu-
lar components signal that quickly recalling a correct answer is
the main goal of class, it is unlikely students will see the class as a
space to construct and critique reasonable causal accounts for
something they observed.

Centering teachers’ responses to epistemological messages

The vast majority of research on epistemologies in science
learning has, justifiably, focused on students’ epistemologies
(Hammer and Elby, 2002; Lising and Elby, 2005; Rosenberg
et al., 2006; Hutchison and Hammer, 2010; Ke and Schwarz,
2020). This makes sense due to the field’s goal of supporting
students in developing epistemologies useful once they leave
the classroom. However, given that teachers’ in-the-moment
views on knowledge and knowing both affect and are affected
by learners’ epistemologies, we claim that there is also great
value in focusing on how teachers experience and respond to
signals about knowledge and knowing. We expect teachers’
epistemologies to be affected by epistemological messages
experienced from administrators, peers, students, parents,
curricular materials and (likely) many other sources. Messages
are likely to arise from interactions of several ‘‘sources’’. For
example, student groups interacting with curricular compo-
nents may signal the value of certain knowledge products or
processes to their instructor. Decisions made when enacting a
course (e.g., how to respond to student thinking, whether to
spend two classes practicing a skill) can be viewed as responses
to epistemological messages teachers have experienced and
negotiated.

Fig. 2 describes our coarse model for teachers’ experiencing
and responding to epistemological messages. Black circles
represent possible sources of epistemological messages, black

Table 1 A hypothetical, 3 day lesson play for a high school chemistry class

Monday Tuesday Wednesday

Overview Overview Overview
Teach structure of chemical equations Practice balancing chemical equations Quiz on balancing chemical equations

Learning goals Learning goals Learning goals
(1) Students can identify products vs. reactants (1) Students can balance chemical equations (1) Students can identify products vs. reactants
(2) Students can balance chemical equations (2) Students can balance chemical equations
(3) Students can state the meaning of a
coefficient

(3) Students can state the meaning of a
coefficient

Materials needed Materials needed Materials needed
PowerPoint slides for Unit 4 Whiteboards and markers, Practice sheet 3 (Unit 4) Quiz 3 (Unit 4)

Performance measurements Performance measurements Performance measurements
In-class questions Spot checks of student responses during group

practice
Quiz responses
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arrows of varying types represent different sorts of messages
being ‘‘sent’’. Potential interrelationships between sources are
signified by double-headed blue arrows. Responses are indicated
by red arrows and corresponding red boxes. This model is not
meant to describe an exhaustive list of possible sources of such
messages or possible responses. Likewise, the model does not
describe how teachers experience and negotiate potentially
conflicting messages. Teachers’ negotiation of epistemological
messages (like students’) is almost certainly complex, dynamic,
and impacted by many contextual factors (Jaber et al., 2022).
Exploring this negotiation process is an interesting area for
future research.

Curricula-embedded messages can affect teacher
epistemologies

We theorize that messages about knowledge and knowing
embedded in curricula and assessments can affect the epis-
temologies teachers adopt in the classroom, which in turn can
impact students’ epistemologies. Elements of the course
described earlier (Table 1) have the potential to signal the value
of correct numerical, factual or drawn responses to teachers.
Likewise, a curriculum overstuffed with a series of topics might
message that chemistry class should be a place where we cover
vast swathes of content. Curricula and assessments a teacher
adopts and adapts have the potential to constrain the epistemo-
logical messages this teacher is likely to send to students. If no
part of the curriculum allows for construction and critique of
causal accounts for phenomena, it is unlikely class will be seen
(by students or teachers) as a place where making sense of
phenomena is something one does. Accordingly, curricula of this
general type are likely to act as impediments to realizing learning
environments that position students as doers of science. It is
important to note that specific curricular and assessment features
do not guarantee coherent messages on knowledge and knowing

will be conveyed in-class. It is possible to focus an activity meant
to engage students in construction and use of models on listing
vocabulary words (Kuhn and Pease, 2008; Berland and Hammer,
2012a; McNeill et al., 2016; Gouvea and Passmore, 2017).
However, in the absence of curricula that (at least attempt) to
foreground epistemologies for science, it is likely the ‘‘school
game’’ of memorization and recall will win out as the main goal of
science class (Lemke, 1990).

Here, we surface the formerly tacit epistemological commit-
ments that shaped a set of transformed curricular materials we
created for high school chemistry (Stowe et al., 2019b, 2019a).

Methods
This research was approved by the university’s Institutional
Review Board as an investigation into how high school chemistry
learning environments can engage students in sensemaking. All
methods were in compliance with the university’s policies on
ethics. Informed consent was obtained for all participants prior
to participation.

Course context

This study occurred in the context of a year-long enactment of
the high school curriculum High School Chemistry, Life, the
Universe, and Everything (HS-CLUE). HS-CLUE was created by
a team of teachers and researchers from the undergraduate
general chemistry curriculum Chemistry, Life, the Universe and
Everything (CLUE; Cooper and Klymkowsky, 2013; Stowe et al.,
2019a). To generate the HS-CLUE suite of curricular materials
our team of high school chemistry teachers and education
researchers removed parts of the CLUE curriculum that were
beyond the scope of a high school course (e.g., coupled reactions,
molecular orbital theory) and added supplementary materials
where CLUE did not fully support the expectations laid out by
the NGSS. After the initial draft was completed, the teachers on
our team piloted the materials in their classrooms. From this
point, the team of teachers and researchers followed a regular
cycle of development and refinement, using findings from
analyses of teacher reflections to guide continued development,
as shown in Fig. 3. This study was conducted during the 3rd
cycle of curricular implementation.

The HS-CLUE suite of curricular materials included 10 units
addressing topics specified in Table 2. As noted previously,

Fig. 2 Coarse-grained model for teachers experiencing and responding
to epistemological messages from several sources. These sources are
likely interrelated (signified by the double-headed blue arrows). For example,
we expect messages to be sent by interactions of students with curricular
components. Black arrows of different sorts are meant to represent varying
epistemological messages. Red arrows are meant to represent responses
(described in red boxes).

Fig. 3 HS-CLUE design cycle.
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each of these topics is meant to be connected by a small set of
powerful explanatory ideas. That is, there is no dedicated
‘‘energy’’ chapter in CLUE because energy is used as part of
causal accounts in virtually all chapters. Each unit contained a
teacher guide and any accompanying materials needed for each
lesson (e.g., student worksheets, presentation slides, links to
web resources). For our purposes, a lesson constituted a
discrete activity or set of activities communicated in the teacher
guide as belonging together. So, an ‘‘individual lesson’’ in the
curricular materials does not necessarily constitute a single
day’s class time. For example, in the Atoms unit (Unit 1) the
second lesson is a laboratory investigation that likely requires
multiple class periods to complete while the sixth lesson
involves a presentation with seven slides that would easily be
addressed within a single class period. The materials were
intended to support two semesters worth of learning experi-
ences for an introductory high school chemistry course.

Teacher reflections

Characterizing teachers’ sense of valued knowledge products
and processes over the course of a two-semester enactment is a
non-trivial undertaking. Most work examining epistemologies
focuses on either very small (e.g., interactions during a single
class) or very large (e.g., before and after a course) timescales
(Perkins et al., 2007; Barbera et al., 2008; Russ and Luna, 2013;
Ding and Mollohan, 2015; Ke and Schwarz, 2019). Macro-level
pre-post surveys cannot capture the dynamics of participant
epistemic cognition and so were too low resolution for our
purposes. Micro-level analyses of in-the-moment epistemologies,
while able to beautifully capture how participants’ views on
knowledge and knowing change one minute to the next, are
far too labor intensive to be practical over the course of a
semester. Here, we split the difference between these two types
of analyses by eliciting evidence of teachers’ epistemologies via

weekly reflective logs. Logs of this sort are a common tool used
to characterize implementation of learning materials (Ball, 1999;
Rowan and Correnti, 2009; Harris et al., 2015) and, as we shall
see, contain useful information about the tacit epistemologies
that shape responses.

Data collection. The nine teachers on our team submitted
weekly reflections about ‘‘what worked’’ when implementing
the HS-CLUE curricular materials during the fall semester of
the 2019–2020 school year. These submissions amounted to
roughly 15–17 weeks of reflections per teacher per semester.
Demographic information for each of the participating teachers
can be found in Table 7 in Appendix A. Reflection prompts
asked the teachers about their experiences with the materials,
any modifications made to the materials or the learning
environment, and any noteworthy experiences that happened
with students. We view what teachers wrote in reflective logs as
representing responses to epistemological messages they have
experienced from a variety of sources (e.g., peers, administra-
tors, students, Fig. 2). These messages provide teachers tacit
answers to questions such as ‘‘What types of activities should I
engage in to support student knowledge construction across
these moments?’’ or ‘‘What is the appropriate source of knowl-
edge for students to use here?’’ (Russ, 2018). By communicating
‘‘what worked’’, teachers often shared how the events in the
classroom addressed their epistemological goals for that learn-
ing activity (Chinn et al., 2011). For example, reporting that ‘‘we
wrapped up the scientists and the history of the atom.’’ implies
that at least one major goal for the learning activity was to recall
the scientists that developed a historical model of the atom
(i.e., obtaining true beliefs).

Data analysis. The coding process for teachers’ reflective
logs was as follows. Three authors (AS, TK, CS) read the full
collection of logs from two teachers (Teachers 2 and 5) who
regularly and substantively responded to log prompts. As they
were reading, the authors noted text that seemed related to the
knowledge construction goal(s) of class work (what Chinn and
colleagues call an ‘‘epistemic aim’’, Chinn et al., 2011). Once
this was complete, the authors summarized their observations
in a succinct list of codes informed by epistemic aims noted in
Chinn and colleagues’ multidimensional model of epistemol-
ogy (Chinn et al., 2011). For example, a teacher may state that
the goal of a lesson is for students to be able to define a strong
acid, indicating a likely goal of obtaining true beliefs. This
process resulted in four codes – which are presented in Table 3
and described in more detail below. The authors then went
back and reviewed the full data corpus with these more specific
codes in mind to note all the instances where they applied.

Table 2 Overview of units for the version of HS-CLUE enacted during the
2019–2020 academic year

Unit Core topic(s) Number of lessons

1 Atoms 22
2 Atomic interactions 8
3 Nuclear chemistry 4
4 Electrons 7
5 Emergent properties 10
6 Intermolecular forces 13
7 Thermochemistry 10
8 Solutions 9
9 Chemical reactions 13
10 Kinetics and equilibrium 12

Table 3 Coding scheme used to characterize epistemic aims embedded in teacher reflections. Calculated values of Fleiss’s kappa, listed by code, are
given in the rightmost column

Code (aim) Description (the goal of the experience is. . .) Fleiss’s Kappa

True or mostly true beliefs . . .acquiring knowledge that approximates or approaches truth 1
Understanding . . .forming connections between ideas and seeing how ideas fit together 0.71
Construction of explanations . . .using knowledge to generate an account of how or why a characterized/specified event occurs 0.97
Avoiding false beliefs . . .avoiding knowledge that is false when acquiring beliefs 1
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Note that a given log response can be described by more than
one code; when more than one goal was expressed by a teacher,
all were recognized, since it is possible to have multiple goals
within a week of class time.

Coding was divided amongst three raters (AS, TK, CS) so that
each week’s reflections were coded by two members of the
research team. The three raters conducted frequent checks of
code applications. Any disagreements in code applications were
discussed, resulting in minor modifications to the code descrip-
tions, when necessary. Coding continued until complete agree-
ment was reached. In addition, reliability was measured with the
inclusion of a fourth rater (RLS), who was a member of the
original HS-CLUE development team. For the repeated reliability
measurement, three raters per log entry were provided roughly
15% of the reflections to code. A Fleiss’s kappa was calculated to
determine agreement among the three raters. Table 3 shows the
calculated values for each category, each of which indicate high
reliability between raters (Cohen, 1960). From these codes, we
were able to infer the epistemological aims surfaced when
teachers reflecting on ‘‘what worked’’ in their local context.

Our four codes are unpacked in detail below:
Teachers may aim for students to acquire true (or mostly

true) beliefs. These sorts of aims are accomplished by gaining
knowledge that aligns with ideas that the teacher accepts as
true (Chinn et al., 2011). When signalling the value of this aim,
a teacher may mention ‘‘covering’’ or ‘‘addressing’’ factual
constructs in the context of the learning environment. For
example, when learning about particle motion, a teacher with
the epistemological aim of acquiring true beliefs may design
opportunities for their students to gather facts about particles.

Related to the epistemic aim of true beliefs is the aim of
avoiding false beliefs. Although a teacher could achieve their
goal of avoiding false beliefs by gaining true beliefs, teachers
designing activities with the epistemological aim of avoiding
false beliefs will purposefully scaffold learning to ensure that
students do not ‘‘gain misconceptions’’ or ‘‘get the wrong idea’’
(Chinn et al., 2011). For example, a teacher may express that they

‘‘do not plan to explicitly teach Bohr’s model this year since it
results in many misconceptions about electron behavior.’’

The epistemological aim of understanding moves beyond
the acquisition of ideas by seeking to support students in
connecting ideas and/or seeing how ideas ‘‘fit together’’
(Chinn et al., 2011). These sorts of aims address questions
such as ‘‘How does X relate to Y?’’. Continuing the previous
example about particle motion, a chemistry teacher may design
opportunities for students to drop dye into beakers containing
water at different temperatures. By exploring the system in this
example, students may relate particulate motion to temperature.

The final aim included in our coding scheme is construction
of explanations. This epistemological aim is addressed when
teachers design opportunities for their students to generate an
account of how or why a phenomenon occurs (Chinn et al., 2011).
Aims of this type address questions such as ‘‘Why does X relate to
Y?’’ Using the previous example, a teacher may ask students to
explain their observations after conducting the experiment of
dropping dye into beakers at different temperatures. The episte-
mological aim builds from the aim of understanding by asking
students to go beyond recognizing a relationship to explaining
how/why something occurs.

We view the knowledge construction aims expressed by
teachers as responses to epistemological messages they have
experienced and negotiated. The findings from characterizing
teachers’ goals (described in Results and discussion) motivated
a follow-up analysis of the messages embedded within the HS-
CLUE curriculum. In particular, we wondered whether the tacit
epistemological messages embedded in the curricular materi-
als aligned with the stated goals of our curriculum development
program (i.e., supporting molecular-level sensemaking).

Curricular materials

Data analysis. To describe curriculum-embedded epistemologi-
cal messages, individual lessons were extracted from the HS-CLUE
teacher guides and characterized using a coding scheme modified
from Lowell, Cherbow, and McNeill (Lowell et al., 2020, Table 4).

Table 4 Coding scheme used to describe HS-CLUE lesson features. Adapted from Lowell et al. (2020)

Category 0 1 2

Use of
phenomena

Teacher focuses on skills or content with-
out a connected, relevant phenomenon OR
students do not engage with phenomenon
introduced in class

Phenomenon used as hook OR example for
students to work with but not as a driver of
goals or activities across the entire lesson

The phenomenon is the thing that atten-
tion is consistently centered on (i.e., the
thing investigated) throughout the course
of the lesson

Opportunities
for 3D
learning

Only cross-cutting concepts present Cross-cutting concepts and scientific and
engineering practices present

3-Dimensional (cross-cutting concepts,
scientific and engineering practices, and
disciplinary core ideas present)

Use of student
ideas

Lesson is mostly students receiving infor-
mation (via teacher talk, reading, and/or
videos) rather than constructing or making
sense of ideas

Student activity is consistently guided by
teacher or materials such that teacher and/
or materials guide both ‘‘what to do’’ and
‘‘how to think’’

Students are actively constructing their
understanding during the lesson. Stu-
dents may interact with materials and
teacher for guidance but interaction
guides ‘‘what to do’’ not ‘‘how to think’’

Coherence There is no attempt to connect ideas in
lessons to past or future lessons

The teacher plays the main role in con-
necting the lesson to past and future
lessons

Students are the primary ones making
sense of how the lesson is connected to
past or future lessons
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We made use of this analytic framework for two reasons:
(1) clusters of codes enable inferences about knowledge pro-
ducts and processes signaled as important by materials, and
(2) the coding process is sufficiently high throughput to enable
characterization of a whole curriculum (rather than a lesson or
unit). Slight adjustments were made to the scheme from Low-
ell, Cherbow, and McNeill as part of our process for establish-
ing reliability. For example, the initial coding scheme included
a category of student epistemic agency wherein a 2 was described
as instances in which students are actively constructing their
understanding during the lesson OR students discuss ideas
as a group with little direct control by the teacher (Lowell et al.,
2020). In resolving disagreements in code applications, we
modified the code description to what is shown in Table 4
and gave the category a new title of use of student ideas.

The following four learning environment features were
characterized as part of this analysis: the use of phenomena,
opportunities for 3-dimensional learning, the use of student
ideas, and coherence. The modified coding scheme for this study
is presented in Table 4, with each category described in detail below.
Recall that ‘‘lessons’’ here are units of instruction bounded by the
bulleted teacher guide for HS-CLUE. Accordingly, a worksheet might
be a ‘‘lesson’’ as might a scaffolded activity. We adopted this
approach to materials analysis because it created curricular units
we could analyze. We do not claim that lessons are of equivalent
length or were emphasized to the same extent in-class.

Each code category is described in further detail below:
The use of phenomena. A phenomenon is a specific, obser-

vable event which provides purpose for students to engage in the
practices of science (National Research Council, 2012; NGSS Lead
States, 2013; McNeill and Berland, 2017; Inouye et al., 2020; Lowell
et al., 2020). The current vision for science education requires
teachers to shift their emphasis towards providing students with
opportunities to make sense of how and why phenomena occur as
opposed to acquiring content-specific facts (National Research
Council, 2012; NGSS Lead States, 2013; Reiser, 2013; Osborne,
2014; Harris et al., 2015; Schwarz et al., 2017; Haverly et al., 2020).
In this way, a phenomenon should provide students with an
impetus to think about scientific constructs, evidence to
inform the development and revision of models, and a sup-
port to connect lessons in a coherent manner (Inouye et al.,
2020). As shown in Table 4, the category characterizing the
use of phenomena describes positioning phenomena in the
learning environment as (2) an event which students work to
make sense of during the lesson, (1) a hook or example used
to bolster student understanding, or (0) absent, with student
learning focused on skill or content acquisition.

Opportunities for 3-dimensional learning. Three-dimensional
(3D) learning occurs when students apply cross-cutting concepts
(CCCs) while engaging in scientific and engineering practices
(SEPs) using their understanding of disciplinary core ideas (DCIs)
to figure out a phenomenon (National Research Council, 2012).
Our modified coding scheme characterizes opportunities for 3D
learning (rather than simply ‘‘3D learning’’) because curricular
materials support the design of learning environments but cannot
guarantee a certain type of enactment (McNeill et al., 2017). 3D

learning represents a view of learning that supports students’
development and use of knowledge in a manner coherent with
how they interact with and perceive the natural world
(NGSS Lead States, 2013). By focusing learning activities on a
small number of core ideas that are bigger in scope (i.e., DCIs),
students can develop a deeper understanding of important scien-
tific constructs that are coherent across grades and experiences
(National Research Council, 2012, 2013). CCCs act as a framing
lens through which students can make sense of these DCIs
(National Research Council, 2012). The final dimension, the
SEPs, describe several authentic practices scientists engage in
while generating and revising knowledge. Engaging in these SEPs
means more than performing a simple skill (e.g., balancing a
chemical equation) as students must not only be knowledgeable
of the requisite skills for doing a practice but also of why/when to
use the practice to develop their knowledge (Berland and Hammer,
2012a; National Research Council, 2012; Gouvea and Passmore,
2017). The NGSS recognize that students must demonstrate compe-
tency of a SEP within the context of a DCI (NGSS Lead States, 2013).
Our coding scheme described in Table 4 characterizes the
opportunities for 3D learning within each lesson as (2) a 3D
learning opportunity is present within the materials, (1) students
apply CCC and engage in SEP in absence of a DCI, or (0) the
lesson only engages students in CCCs.

The use of student ideas. A fundamental value communi-
cated throughout the Framework is that students learn best
when purposefully engaged in the practices of science
(National Research Council, 2012). This means that students must
be positioned as active co-constructors of knowledge rather than
only receivers of information. Learning environments must account
for the reality that, for students to see science ideas and practices
useful in life, they should be involved in using these ideas and
practices to advance goals that matter to them (National Research
Council, 2012; Kang et al., 2016; Anderson et al., 2018; Miller et al.,
2018; Ko and Krist, 2019). In order to support learning environ-
ments that surface and build upon student ideas in ways that are
meaningful for and from the student perspective, curricula should
provide students with opportunities to communicate their observa-
tions and experiences while interacting with phenomena, express
their thinking with drawings and descriptions, and ask questions
that are valued and addressed in the learning activities
(National Research Council, 2012; NGSS Lead States, 2013; Davis
et al., 2016; Reiser et al., 2017; Phillips et al., 2018; Furtak and
Penuel, 2019). Although the Framework does not communicate
pedagogical practices to achieve such a learning environment,
teachers will need to use a range of enactments and means of
reflection to support development of students’ questions,
drawings, and descriptions in a way that is productive for reasoning
about the phenomena they experience throughout the learning
sequence (National Research Council, 2010). Our coding scheme
described in Table 4 characterizes the use of student ideas within
each lesson as (2) students are active co-constructors of science
knowledge, (1) students participate in the learning environment but
are not provided opportunity to express their own knowledge and
experiences, and (0) students do not contribute to what happens in
the learning environment.
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Coherence. Development of the Framework was in part
motivated by a desire for greater coherence in K-12 science
education (National Research Council, 2012). The Framework
communicates that avenues for supporting coherence could
include (1) organizing learning activities around a developmental
progression that allows students to continuously build on and
revise their ideas about how the world works, (2) focusing learning
activities on a ‘‘limited number of core ideas’’, and (3) integrating
knowledge and practices (National Research Council, 2012; Reiser
et al., 2017). These avenues depart from typical methods of estab-
lishing coherence in that the students (not the teacher) build on and
revise their ideas from lesson to lesson. Establishing coherence
from the student perspective means that learning environments
need to include and value student ideas, cultures, experiences, and
opinions about what happens during learning activities
(National Research Council, 1999; Lowell et al., 2020). Our coding
scheme described in Table 4 characterizes coherence as (2) students
are the primary agents establishing coherence among learning
experiences, (1) the teacher is the primary agent establishing
coherence among lessons, (0) no mechanisms for establishing
coherence are apparent within the curricular materials.

To characterize the HS-CLUE curricular materials, individual
lessons were extracted from the teacher guides provided and coded
using a scheme modified from Lowell and colleagues (Lowell et al.,
2020) shown in Table 4. Coding was divided amongst three raters
(AS, TK, MD) so that each lesson was coded by two members of the
research team. The three raters conducted frequent checks of code
applications to ensure dependability of the analysis. Any disagree-
ments in code applications were discussed, resulting in minor
modifications to the code descriptions, when necessary. Once all
lessons were coded, a Cohen’s kappa was calculated to judge
agreement, resulting in a kappa value of 0.84 (high agreement;
Cohen, 1960). In addition, reliability was measured again with the
inclusion of a fourth rater (RLS). For the repeated reliability
measurement, three raters per lesson were provided roughly 15%
of the lessons to code. A Fleiss’s kappa was calculated for each
category to determine agreement among the three raters. Table 5
shows the calculated values for each category, each of which
indicate high reliability between raters (Cohen, 1960).

The categories in our scheme describe features of the
curricular materials that, we contend, enable us to infer tacit
messages about knowledge and knowing embedded within and
across lessons. For example, learning environments that signal
the importance of epistemology for science would require
(at minimum) opportunities for students to grapple with causes
for phenomena, and construct their own explanations of
observations they make. Without specific guidance in the
curricular materials for supporting these sorts of opportunities,

it is unlikely that the materials would convey (to students or
teachers!) that science classrooms are places for making sense
of the world.

Importantly, the extent to which a curriculum signals the
importance of science work that is meaningful and purposeful
to students is not characterized by any single category in our
coding scheme. That is, epistemological messages emerge from
a constellation of curricular features. To infer messages about
knowledge and knowing embedded in HS-CLUE lessons, we
first grouped lessons by similar code applications. For example,
lessons with observed codes of Phenomenon = 0; 3-
Dimensional = 0; Use of Student Ideas = 1; Coherence = 1 were
grouped together and lessons with observed codes of Phenom-
enon = 2; 3-Dimensional = 2; Use of Student Ideas = 2;
Coherence = 2 were group together. After lessons were grouped,
the research team theorized about the epistemological messages
that might be communicated by lessons described by a particular
cluster of codes. To illustrate potential epistemological messages
conveyed within the lesson groupings, we generated several
‘‘lesson exemplars’’ which are discussed in further detail below;
however, first we continue our discussion on teachers’ responses
to aggregate messages they encountered in the learning environ-
ment (which includes messages sent by curricular materials).

Results and discussion
Epistemological goals communicated by the teachers

Table 6 summarizes the results from our coding of all teacher
reflections. Table 8 in Appendix B further elaborates on the
frequency of aims expressed within each unit. We opted not to
perform statistical tests for significant differences between
aims, since the teachers’ knowledge construction goals are very
likely informed by many more message sources than just our
curricular materials. Instead, we employed the teacher reflections
as more of a litmus test, reflecting knowledge construction aims
we assumed (in part) to be emergent from negotiation of mes-
sages communicated by the HS-CLUE curricular materials.

Of the 132 goals communicated by teachers in their reflections,
there was an overwhelming signal for epistemological goals
aligned to acquiring true beliefs. Teacher reflections mostly
emphasized the need to ‘‘cover’’ or ‘‘get through’’ the content.
For example, one teacher shared that they ‘‘need to cover periodic
trends to finish this unit.’’ Some teachers mentioned that the
desire to ‘‘get through’’ the content created tensions in the
learning environment. For example, ‘‘[Students] struggled until
we had covered all of the [intermolecular forces of attraction] and
were able to put all three types in front of them so they could see
the differences in the polarity of the molecules. It was difficult for

Table 5 Calculated values of Fleiss’s kappa for materials coding

Category Fleiss’s Kappa

Use of phenomena 0.72
Opportunities for 3D learning 0.82
Use of student ideas 0.75
Coherence 1.00

Table 6 Summary of epistemological aims expressed in teacher reflections.
Nine teachers completed weekly reflections

Acquiring true
beliefs

Acquiring
understanding

Constructing
explanations

Avoiding false
beliefs Total

97 18 15 2 132
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them to just link nonpolar to [London Dispersion Forces], polar to
[dipole–dipole], and polar with HNOF (Lonepair) to H-bonds. It
wasn’t until the end of the week that we could put that informa-
tion together.’’ Teachers’ emphasis on ‘‘getting through’’ the
content implies that chemistry class is viewed a place where vast
swathes of content are covered.

Upon seeing an overwhelming emphasis on acquiring true
beliefs in teacher reflections, we asked ourselves: How do the
materials communicate the purpose of engaging in scientific
endeavors? The teachers in this study are knowledgeable in
their trade and do stellar work within their classrooms. These
teachers attend regular professional developments, engage in
learning communities, and meaningfully contributed to the
design of the HS-CLUE materials. This paper should in no way
be perceived as speaking to the detriment of the teachers. We
believe that the teachers are merely communicating ‘‘what
works’’ as they approached the limit of what the transformed
curricular materials could support in their context. Burke
(1966) and Wertsch (1998) refer to this limit as a ‘‘terministic
screen,’’ meaning that teacher considerations about the mate-
rials intended use speak to limitations inherent within the
design of the materials (Brown, 2009). The design of curricular
materials needs to consider teachers’ decision making around
enactment (Davis et al., 2016) to ‘‘open space’’ for students to
figure out phenomena with agency (Ko and Krist, 2019; Lowell
et al., 2020; Chen, 2022). If teachers experience strong messages
from the curricular materials that chemistry class is a place
where students should ‘‘take in’’ vast amounts of content while
working to reproduce canonically ‘‘correct answers’’, then this
may shape their day-to-day epistemological aims (and how they
design the learning environment). Remember, all teacher par-
ticipants in this study volunteered to overhaul their course to
align with HS-CLUE. Accordingly, we expect our study popula-
tion to find curriculum-embedded epistemological messages
especially consequential. We therefore read the overwhelming
aim of getting ‘‘through content to obtain correct answers’’ as
reflecting, to some degree, the valued knowledge products and
processes baked into the HS-CLUE curriculum. This left us
wondering what features of the curricular materials were
potentially sending these sorts of messages.

Epistemological messages embedded within curricular
materials

To describe features of curricular materials that could, when
taken together, support inferences about embedded epistemo-
logical messages, each lesson was coded according to the
scheme presented in Table 4. The results of this coding process
can be found in Table 9 of Appendix C. Each category supported
interpretation of the epistemological messages embedded
within the HS-CLUE materials. For example, the way a lesson
uses a phenomenon constrains available epistemological aims
(Table 2). If all lesson activities are directed toward refining
some sort of skill (e.g., Lewis structure drawing) this lesson does
not have the potential to message the value of plausible mechan-
isms for phenomena (as there are no phenomena motivating the
work). In analyzing our data, we recognized regular, salient

features of curricular materials when coding results were gath-
ered into groupings. For example, examining the use of phenom-
ena in tandem with opportunities for 3-dimensional learning
(i.e., opportunities to engage in the practices of scientists) lets us
narrow the plausible messages about the process of knowledge
construction and the character of the knowledge product
(Miller et al., 2018; Russ, 2018; Ko and Krist, 2019). Additionally,
the category use of student ideas speaks to the opportunities
students have to communicate their ideas, express their thinking,
and address questions they have about the learning environment.
Examining how lessons use student ideas as well as ways in
which they were coherent let us infer messages about the nature
of epistemological agency afforded to students.

We constructed three exemplars to represent the range of
epistemological messages embedded in the HS-CLUE curricular
materials (Fig. 4). These exemplars define a continuum from a class
that typifies the ‘‘classroom game’’ (i.e., emphasizes acquisition of
facts and skills; Lemke 1990) to a class with the potential to support
student sensemaking. Assuming that the teacher crafting each
learning environment in Fig. 4 strictly followed the guidance in
the curricular materials, there would be observable differences in
the sort of epistemological messages conveyed to students – and
the teacher (Berland et al., 2016; Russ, 2018). For example, Sage
on the Stage lessons (Phenomenon – 0; 3-Dimensional – 0; Use of
Student Ideas – 1; Coherence – 1) would signal that class is a
place where one should evaluate students’ recall of facts and skill
performance. By contrast, Figuring Out Phenomena lessons
(Phenomenon – 2; 3-Dimensional – 2; Use of Student Ideas – 2;
Coherence – 2) would message that class is a place where
students should be supported in constructing causal accounts
consistent with what they have observed. Some exemplars
better represent HS-CLUE than others. For example, 39 of 108
lessons coded were Sage on the Stage lessons while only one was
a Figuring Out Phenomena lesson.

Sage on the stage

The most common type of lesson (39 out of 108 lessons) was
described by the following codes: Phenomenon – 0;
3-Dimensional – 0; Use of Student Ideas – 1; Coherence – 1.
Curricular materials for these lessons supported teachers in
communicating canonical information to students, as shown in
Exemplar 1 of Fig. 4. The materials in this grouping encourage
a lecture format focused on disaggregated facts and skills, so we
have aptly titled this exemplar Sage on the Stage. The curricular
materials for this sort of lesson might include presentation
slides, guides for facilitating discourse, and prompts for stu-
dents to respond to. Since the lessons were teacher-centered,
they had less guidance on attending to student thinking relative
to Exemplars 2 and 3 in Fig. 4. Additionally, Sage on the Stage
lessons contained few to no opportunities for students to estab-
lish connection(s) to other learning activities. Similarly, the
student guides typically did not give students opportunities to
purposefully integrate science knowledge and activities. Instead,
students were tasked with confirming knowledge as presented
by the teacher. We claim that Sage on the Stage lessons are
unlikely to signal the importance constructing plausible
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Fig. 4 Exemplars, derived from HS-CLUE materials, that describe a continuum from a class that typifies the ‘‘classroom game’’ to a class with the
potential to support student sensemaking.
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mechanisms to make sense of a phenomenon one cares about.
Without explicit connection to a phenomenon, these curricular
materials focus on learning the products of science, tasking
students with accumulating facts, theories, and ideas established
by others. These experiences may message to students that the
products of scientific endeavors (e.g., models) are certain, and
fixed forms of knowledge rather than tools used to convey
understanding that are created, iteratively revised, and applicable
within limited contexts (Schwarz and White, 2005; Sensevy et al.,
2008). These materials may also message that there is no need to
engage in the practices of scientists to gather those facts, since
students have few to no opportunities to engage in scientific
practices. Overall, the teacher-centered design and lack of oppor-
tunities for students to have any say over what facts they learn or
why they learn said facts conveys that chemistry class is about
answer-making, not sensemaking.

Cookbooks for confirmation

To represent a lesson that describes a midpoint on the con-
tinuum between the ‘‘classroom game’’ and a sensemaking
focused class, we crafted an exemplar described by the following
set of codes: Phenomenon – 1; 3-Dimensional – 1; Use of Student
Ideas – 1; Coherence – 1. This exemplar represents 2 of the 108
lessons. Lessons in this grouping gave students the opportunity
to conduct a laboratory investigation to confirm course content.
Phenomena were present in these activities, but they were used
as hooks or examples to demonstrate an idea or scientific
principle, not the focus of class sensemaking. As Exemplar 2
illustrates, students and teachers in this sort of lesson are
focused on performing skills and following recipes, not explain-
ing something they saw and wondered about. Others have
referred to these sorts of materials as ‘‘hands on but not minds
on’’, meaning that students are ‘‘going through the motions’’ of
science activities to be evaluated by a teacher (rather than figure
out a perplexing phenomenon, Furtak and Penuel, 2019).
Cookbooks for Confirmation lessons often include guidance on
what students should do and observe in the lab, aides for supporting
students through difficult calculations, and information on what a
‘‘correct’’ knowledge product would look like. Although students
have the potential to engage in tasks that mimic the structure of
scientific practices (e.g., analyzing and interpreting data they collect),
they are doing so to please the teacher more so than to figure out a
phenomenon. This sort of work is appropriately regarded as engage-
ment in a pseudopractice as students are mimicking the structure of
a science practice (modeling) without being motivated by a goal of
figuring out causal accounts (Kuhn and Pease, 2008; Berland and
Hammer, 2012b; Manz, 2015; McNeill et al., 2016; Manz et al., 2020).
These performative approaches to engaging in scientific practices
can undermine adoption of epistemology for science if they are
presented merely as desirable skills taught as universal structures
and rules (Ford, 2005; Miller et al., 2018; Ko and Krist, 2019; Haverly
et al., 2020; Manz et al., 2020). Features crafted into the design of
Cookbooks for Confirmation materials likely reinforce messages that
‘‘doing science’’ involves a linear process in which the outcome of
any scientific endeavor is a product that is certain and unchangeable
– as opposed to iterative, flexible, and limited in scope (Chen, 2022).

Figuring out phenomena

To describe what a class with the potential to engage students
in sensemaking might look like, we created an exemplar that is
described by the following codes: Phenomenon – 2; 3-
Dimensional – 2; Use of Student Ideas – 2; Coherence – 2. Only
one lesson of this sort was embedded in the HS-CLUE suite of
materials. Materials for this lesson explicitly connected students’
activities to constructing a causal account for a focal phenomenon.
The corresponding Exemplar is therefore entitled Figuring out Phe-
nomena. As shown in Fig. 4, the teacher in Exemplar 3 is guiding the
students to use their current understandings to inform an explana-
tion of the phenomenon, indicating that students’ prior experiences
are valued in this context. One student appears to be grappling with
the implications of their data, hinting that the goal of Exemplar 3 is
not a response that exactly aligns with canon but an evidence-based
explanation of the observed phenomenon that seems plausible to
the classroom community. The curricular materials for this lesson
guided the students through the experiment while leaving room for
reflection on observations, provided the teacher with support for
opening space for students to use their personal experiences, and
situated figuring out the phenomenon as the central goal of knowl-
edge building. The role of the phenomenon as something to be
figured out gives students an opportunity to engage in (more)
purposeful science investigation while conducting the sorts of
activities that scientists engage in (Penuel et al., 2019; Manz
et al., 2020). Additionally, the materials for this lesson provide
students with opportunities to use their ideas and observations
when figuring out the phenomenon, including items that
encourage students to establish connections to other lessons
within the unit. Exemplar 3 in Fig. 4 illustrates some of these
features, showing the students interpreting their data to figure
out a phenomenon. However, this snapshot does not capture the
multitude of contextual affordances that would truly tip the student
into a sensemaking frame (Odden and Russ, 2019b).

Accumulated messages from HS-CLUE

The vast majority of HS-CLUE curricular materials would seem to
support learning environments as depicted in Exemplars 1 and 2.
Roughly 55% of lessons (59 out of 108) did not focus substantial
attention on phenomena or 3-dimensional learning opportunities
(i.e., received codes of Phenomenon – 0 and 3-Dimensional – 0),
making it unlikely that the learning environments derived from
them would support enactments that positioned students as doers
of science (Manz et al., 2020). These materials likely acted to
reinforce the commonly enacting teachers’ expressed epistemolo-
gical aim of acquiring true beliefs by means of ‘‘getting through
the content.’’ For example, one teacher shared, ‘‘Students also
worked on the scientific skill of modeling by drawing Rutherford
models of specific isotopes (e.g., carbon-12) and ions. Some
students struggle with modeling isotopes and ions but with
practice most catch on.’’ In this example, students are generating
representations for the purpose of working towards a more cano-
nically correct representation of common isotopes. Here, drawing a
‘‘correct’’ picture is the goal of the activity, not simplifying a system
to enable explanation of a phenomenon. For construction of
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simplified system representations to be purposeful, model con-
struction and use needs to be situated within a phenomenon and
taken up by the classroom community as part of an ensemble of
activities aimed at figuring out that phenomenon (Berland and
Hammer, 2012b; Ryu and Sandoval, 2012; Ford, 2015; Manz et al.,
2020). However, as we have observed here, the HS-CLUE materials
did not consistently engage students in integrating a range of
science knowledge and activities to unpack plausible mechanisms
for an observable event. The observed alignment between episte-
mological messages embedded in the HS-CLUE materials and the
teachers’ aims for learning speaks to the importance of developers
consistently reflecting on the signals their materials send about
valued knowledge products and processes. As we stated at the
outset, we were unaware of our tacit epistemological commitments
during our initial development efforts!

Implications and future work
Supporting students in purposefully weaving together science knowl-
edge and activities to make sense of perplexing phenomena is a
demanding task that can be enabled by appropriately designed
curricular materials (Miller et al., 2018; Furtak and Penuel, 2019;
Ko and Krist, 2019; Haverly et al., 2020). Such materials should
include opportunities to surface and meaningfully build on student
ideas related to phenomena they have experienced and foreground
connections between ideas that are productive from the students’
perspective rather than alignment with a narrow vision of canon.
Curricula matter, in part, because they convey tacit messages to
students and teachers about what it means to know and learn
science. These messages have the potential to influence students’
and teachers’ interpretations of the learning environment
(Tomanek et al., 2008; Haverly et al., 2020; Schafer and Yezierski,
2021). Epistemological commitments need to be surfaced and
reflected on during curricular development. Additionally, classroom
enactments should be analyzed for alignment to tacit epistemo-
logical commitments embedded within the curricular materials used
to construct the learning environment. Learning environments that
oversimplify the process of scientific investigation can reinforce
messages that science mainly involves producing ‘‘correct answers’’
to please the teacher (Koslowski, 1996; Ford, 2005; Duschl, 2008)
(Manz et al., 2020). Based on our analysis, it is likely that the HS-
CLUE materials reinforced these sorts of messages, encouraging
adoption of epistemology of science.

How then, should we interpret the results of prior work
(which showed that HS-CLUE students constructing more
sophisticated explanations for a phenomenon than peers enrolled
in other sorts of courses, Stowe et al., 2019b)? The foundation
for HS-CLUE was the undergraduate CLUE curriculum, which is
purposefully built around the use of a small set of powerful
explanatory ideas to explain a host of phenomena (Cooper and
Klymkowsky, 2013). We expect that HS-CLUE students, like CLUE
students, responded to the curriculum-embedded message that
correct explanations included connection of one or more core ideas
to the cause for focal phenomena. That is, HS-CLUE students were
better supported in constructing explanations that, to an expert, were
more reasonable than those constructed by their peers in other

learning environments. This is not a bad thing. We would be remiss
if we did not note that CLUE is clearly a huge step forward relative to
the scattershot topics and skills that characterize many general
chemistry courses. CLUE students build a much more intercon-
nected and useful command of fundamental chemistry ideas than is
the norm in general chemistry (as demonstrated by work from the
Cooper, Underwood, and Stowe groups among others) (Becker and
Cooper, 2014; Cooper et al., 2015; Ralph et al., 2022). Indeed, it is
difficult to imagine how one could cultivate epistemology for science
in a lecture-based class in which hundreds of students are enrolled.
However, at the high school level, affordances of the learning
environment (including class size) enable us to consider how we
might empower students with agency and authority over their
knowledge construction goals and how they want to go about
addressing these goals.

One such design feature useful for supporting epistemology
for science involves focusing class attention on experiencing, won-
dering about, and figuring out phenomena over an extended period.
Lessons that involved making sense of phenomena were more likely
to make use of students’ ideas and explanations as well as support
students in establishing coherence between activities. Stated differ-
ently, such lessons had the capacity to open space for students to
chart their own knowledge construction path (Ko and Krist, 2019).
Although obviously not a one-size-fits-all solution, our findings imply
that a productive first step when developing or analyzing curricular
materials is to examine how phenomena are used throughout the
curricular sequence. This recommendation is consistent with many
recent calls to focus science class on understanding aspects of
experience (rather than learning about many facts and skills, Weiz-
man et al., 2008; Ko and Krist, 2019; Ke and Schwarz, 2020).
Curricula with the capacity to position students as doers of science
are often built around unit-level ‘‘anchoring phenomena’’ that are
figured out through a series of investigation-driven model refine-
ments (Anderson et al., 2018; Edelson et al., 2021). Surfacing our
formerly tacit epistemological commitments enabled our team to
reflect on the sorts of epistemic aims and reliable processes that
should guide development of NGSS-aligned curricula. We contend
that a similar reflective process would be invaluable to all curriculum
designers in the K-16 STEM education space. Continuing with our
iterative design cycle, a central commitment in our design process
will be to make space for students to take up activities (such as
modeling and argumentation) as part of a larger enterprise of
figuring out phenomena. As we continue to develop and refine
curricular materials, we will investigate the utility of those materials
for supporting epistemologies for science.

A looming question from this work is how enactment of
transformed curricular materials might signal the value of
epistemology for science, in manners that are consequential
to students, over an extended timescale. Over the course of a single
semester implementing HS-CLUE curricular materials, teachers on
our team consistently shared goals aligned with acquiring true
beliefs. However, teachers also shared goals aligned to developing
explanations and building understanding. Clearly teachers possess
productive ideas about knowledge and knowing that could be
recruited in instructional contexts! We are yet to understand the
extent to which curricular materials and accompanying professional
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learning opportunities can affect teacher (and student) stances
toward what ‘‘doing science’’ entails. The backdrop against which
this work occurs is a relatively stable set of epistemological norms
conveyed through schooling in general and school science in
particular (Rosenberg et al., 2006; Hutchison and Hammer, 2010).
Accordingly, we expect shifting students and teachers toward adopt-
ing epistemology for science to be challenging indeed!

Limitations
Investigating curriculum-embedded epistemological messages in
materials meant to support a two-semester course necessitated a
coarse-grained analysis. A more fine-grained analysis (e.g., character-
izing messages embedded in dialogue during a single lesson) could
reveal more nuanced information about valued knowledge products
and processes. Additionally, we recognize that teachers grapple with
messages from a variety of sources. We only attended to one source
of epistemological messages in this study (i.e., curricular materials)
and cannot guarantee that this source was of especial consequence
to enacting teachers. It is possible (and likely!) that teachers experi-
enced other epistemological messages that they regard as more
consequential than those embedded in curricula (e.g., teachers may
pay more attention to observations of students or state-mandated
goals). Other studies may examine the influence of curricular
materials as compared to other sources of epistemological messages.

Conclusions
The findings of this study suggest that messages about knowledge
and knowing embedded in curricular materials may influence the
epistemologies teachers adopt across moments of instruction.
Further, the analytic process we used to surface tacit epistemologies
woven throughout HS-CLUE has the potential of being broadly
useful to other curriculum developers, teachers and researchers.
The work described here was somewhat reactionary in nature. That
is, we saw that teachers enacting HS-CLUE commonly expressed the
goal of accumulating true beliefs in weekly reflections and sought to
understand how (or whether) the curriculum signaled the
importance of these sorts of goals. A modification of the four-
category coding scheme developed by Lowell and colleagues was
able to describe features of the HS-CLUE curriculum that, when
taken together, enabled inferences about valued knowledge
products and processes the materials likely message as impor-
tant (Lowell et al., 2020).

One stated goal for this suite of curricular materials was to
support students in using molecular-level reasoning to explain
phenomena they observed (Stowe et al., 2019a). Earlier studies
indicated that the transformed materials were making progress
toward this goal (Stowe et al., 2019b). However, the analysis detailed
here revealed that, within and across lessons, the reason students
were to construct explanations, models etc. was for these to be
evaluated for correctness. That is, the purpose of engaging in science
activities was to get the ‘‘correct answer’’, not to unpack causes for
phenomena of interest to the classroom community. Lessons in our
materials that had the potential to signal the value of epistemology
for science were found to have ratings closer to 2 for each category
described in Table 5. This is not meant to communicate that 2s in
each category always lead to the best lesson. Teachers and curriculum
designers should weigh the embedded messages in their learning
environments (and the tools used to construct the learning environ-
ment) against the goals the learning community is working towards.
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Appendix A: teacher demographic
information
Information on the demographics and teaching experience of
teachers who enacted HS-CLUE during the 2019–2020 academic
year. Data was self-reported in response to prompts from the
HS-CLUE developers. Years teaching HS-CLUE were reported at
the end of the 19–20 academic year.

Appendix B: summary of
epistemological aims coding results
Counts of codes describing epistemological aims embedded in
teachers’ responses to weekly reflections. Note that a given

Table 7 Teacher demographic information

Teacher Location Degree Degree field State Years teaching Teaching chemistry Teaching HS-CLUE

1 Rural MS Biology IL 25 5 2
2 Suburban BS Chemistry PA 20 20 3
3 Suburban Med Chemistry PA 12 7 2
4 Suburban MEd Biology MO 10 3 2
5 Suburban BS Chemistry MI 10 10 3
6 Suburban MEd Psychology OH 6 3 2
7 Suburban MS General Science KS 19 19 2
8 Rural MAT Chemistry MI 12 12 3
9 Suburban MAT Biology MI 26 17 4
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reflection may be described by more than one code and not all
log entries enabled inferences about epistemological aims. The
‘‘take home message’’ of this coding was that acquiring true
beliefs was far and away the most common epistemological aim
expressed by enacting teachers.

Appendix C: summary of materials
coding results by grouping
Matrix depicting the code clusters that described lessons in each
of the 10 HS-CLUE units. The total number of lessons across the
curriculum described by a code cluster is shown in the right-

most column. Note that codes were mutually exclusive – that is a
given lesson could only be described by one cluster of codes.
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